
 

 

Getting the Most Out Of the Most Effective H1B Law Firm 
 

 
The US visa is one of the most sought-after visas, and each year, people apply in the thousands 

for a single entry permission. Among the different visas that can legally enter the USA, the H1B 

visa is in high demand. The American immigration authority has specific rules to process this visa, 

so a completely mistake–free application and compliance with the set conditions are very 

important. If you are knowledgeable and skilled in handling these matters, then it's the best thing. 

However, if you aren't sure or think you will need professional help – it is better to hire the most 

recommended H1B law firm.  

Knowing about the visa 

The H1B visa differs from other entry permits as it applies to a specific category – only foreign 

workers holding specialty professions can apply for it. In the general public's understanding, a 

specialty profession can be the accomplishment of at least a bachelor's degree or higher in a 

specialty to work in the USA. If the applicant doesn't have a formal bachelor's degree, specialized 

knowledge of a minimum of 12 years or more in that field will be considered acceptable.  

So, why go for the most recommended H1B law firm? It's because their counselors and visa 

application teams have extensive and bankable skills in that visa and are always present to 

answer any clients' questions. They also provide a stringently private evaluation service with an 

experienced counselor.  

Requirements and professions for this visa 

As stated before, H1B visa is different from other entry permits and features two primary 

requirements: 

1. The employer must demonstrate a requirement for a worker in a specialty career.  
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2. The overseas applicant must display the required qualification, or equivalent, in a subject 

closely associated with that occupation.  

3. Applicants must show a job offer from a qualified US employer for onsite work.  

4. The aspirants must be paid a salary that is compliant with the current market value. The 

employers must file an attestation with the Department of Labor declaring their intent to 

pay the applicant the prevailing wage. 

Some of the professions where one can apply for an H1B visa are: 

 Data programmers 

 Computer professionals 

 Dieticians 

 Architects  

 Electronic Specialists 

 Technology officers 

 Doctors  

 Lawyers 

 Fashion designers 

 Graphic designers 

 Industrial designers 

 Market research analysts 

 Psychologists 

 Medical technologists, and many more.  

Without the help of an experienced H1B law firm, it's very easy to accept lower salaries from 

companies adept at performing immoral practices. So, it's better to hire the experienced lawyers 

of the most recognized H1B law firm. 

In conclusion 

Hiring the most recommended H1B law firm will circumvent the annual limit of H1B visa 

processing. The immigration authority conducts a lottery to select the applications it will process 

for a particular year – however, some professions do not have the H1B visa cap. The most 

experienced lawyers of the best H1B visa agency will help you file an effective application 

showcasing the applicant's achievements and skills.  
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